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At a glance 

Metrosoft QUARTIS R7 supports the Renishaw REVO probe head. You are able to maximize 
measurement throughput while maintaining high system accuracy. The REVO is seamlessly integrated 
in the existing functionality and concepts of use. During the measurement, the probe head rotates 
and swivels automatically into the optimal direction and measures as desired individual points or scans 
a multitude of points. 

Metrosoft QUARTIS R7 supports the Renishaw PHS1 servo rotate/swivel head including the associated 
ACR2 stylus changing system. You can rotate probe systems in any direction and use them without a 
recalibration. Together with extra-long extensions, the PHS1 offers you high flexibility and accessibility 
to the measurement elements. THE ACR2 allows the automatic change of stylus extensions or head 
adapters in order to execute the upcoming measurement without manual intervention. 

Metrosoft QUARTIS R7 increases the benefit for the user in the area of free-form measurements. This 
includes the calculation of curves as well as linking individual curves to one curve, intersecting curves 
with various different measured elements and the repeated measurement of points on CAD curves. 

Metrosoft QUARTIS R7 provides users from various areas increased convenience and enhanced 
functionality. For example, when creating measurements programs or with the different export 
functions. 

Metrosoft QUARTIS R7 supports self-centering. This mode allows self centered point measurement 
with scanning probe systems. Thus allowing to determine the position of center bores, V-flutes and 
gears. 

Metrosoft QUARTIS R7 also offers interesting improvements and enhancements for many other 
applications. More on the following pages. 
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Renishaw REVO® probe head 
Maximum measurement throughput with highest system 
accuracy  

REVO uses synchronized motion and Renscan5™ measurement technology to minimize the dynamic 
effects of CMM motion at ultra high measurement speeds. This is achieved by letting the REVO head 
do the fast demanding motion while the CMM moves in a linear slow fashion. 

REVO is seamlessly integrated in Metrosoft QUARTIS R7 and its functionality and concepts of use. 
Probing strategies and scanning motion paths can be easily set via the ribbon and viewed in the 
preview graphics. 

REVO can be used with the RSP2 as well with the 
RSP3 scanning probe.  

Three probe modes are available for the use with 
REVO: 'Triggered', 'Scanning' and 'Self-Centering'.  

For the measurement with RSP2 a new additional 
tab "Head orientation" is available. This method 
defined how the probe head and the coordinate 
measuring machine move during the probing.  

The fast head probing can be used in triggered 
mode.  

When scanning, the motions are defined via 
'Critical angle', 'Fixed angles' or 'Focal point'. 

When using a RSP3, you measure and program  
the same way as with a SP25M scanning probe. 
Different stylus extensions as well as angled probes can be used.  

 

■ Highlights 
 Increased measurement throughput with 5 axis scanning 

 Consistent system accuracy by minimizing motion paths of the coordinate measuring machine 
(small moving masses) 

 Fast measurement with high point density 

 Optimal alignment of RSP2 probe to the measuring element in consideration of the work piece 
coordinate system 

 Measure with any angle position of the RSP2 after calibrating only one position 

 Minimal stylus changes due to limitless positioning possibilities of REVO 

 Seamless integration of REVO sensor technology in Metrosoft QUARTIS R7 



 

 

 

Renishaw PHS1 servo head 
Full flexibility on horizontal arm measuring machines 

The PHS1 servo positioning head features continuous servo drive in two axes, enabling the probe 
configuration to be positioned at almost any angle.  

The PHS1 was developed in order to meet the high requirements for bodywork measurements in the 
automotive industry, where fine angle positioning and long range is needed.  

You are now able to use the Renishaw PHS1 as additional rotate/swivel head including the associated 
ACR2 stylus changing system in Metrosoft QUARTIS R7. 

Extra long extensions for the measurement of usually 
inaccessible features can be used on the PHS1 the same way  
as star, disc and cylinder styli.  

By entering a probe offset, probing with the shaft is also 
possible. 

It is possible to measure in every desired position with the 
PHS1 once it has been calibrated. The deflection of the PHS1 
extension is automatically error-corrected. 

Mounting position and rotation direction are configurable.  
Thus allowing you to optimally use the PHS1 on horizontal arm 
machines with duplex configuration. 

You either can rotate and swivel the PHS1 using the rotation/swivel dialog or via the joystick. The 
rotation/swivel dialog allows positioning in element direction, either according to pre-defined angles or 
given direction vectors. 

The ACR2 changing system allows the exchange of stylus extension or head adapters in order to 
execute the measurement tasks without manual intervention.  

 

■ Highlights 
 Directly measure with any angle position after calibrating in only one position 

 Measure hard to reach positions with extra-long extensions 

 Maximal measurement accuracy by compensating the deflection of PHS1 extensions 

 Star, disc and cylinder styli can be used 

 Probe offset for shaft probing 

 Carriage close calibration of probe head on any reference sphere 

 Automatic exchange of stylus extension or head adapters using ACR2 
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Enhancements for free-form and curves 

Repeat point on CAD curve  
You measure component deviations on CAD surfaces. The 
measurement of the element point can now be repeated 
on any 3D curve (space-, cylinder intersection- or offset- 
curve) as long as they are available in the CAD model.  

 

Curve deviations are directly visible 
 
You measure components with small radii or closely spaced curves, 
such as turbine blades for example.  

In Metrosoft QUARTIS R7, the correct deviation is visible at a 
glance, even with larger component deviations. The residues show 
the effective curve deviation in magnitude and direction. 
 

 

Intersect curves with other elements 
You measure curves and want to evaluate them at a certain position. To do so, curves can be 
intersected with the elements plane, line, circle, cylinder, cone and sphere. The ribbon can be used for 
the construction of the intersection. This allows a free view of the graphics where you can see the 
result on a live preview even before the construction is executed.  

 
 

Link curves  
You measure curves which, for example, cannot be measured in a probe position but you still want to 
evaluate the line profile for the entire curve. To do so, you can link individual curves to one curve and 
then evaluate it. 

 

■ Highlights 
 Automatically distribute points on CAD curves 

 See curve deviation in magnitude and direction at a glance 

 Constructing intersections with measured curves 

 Evaluate line profile via linked curve segments 



 

 

 

Create and edit measuring programs even easier 

Auto features displayed in program line 
You define the associated features during the 
element measurement. The auto features are 
now directly displayed in the corresponding 
program line of the measurement. The feature 
details, such as tolerances, are still visible in the 
detail view.  

Retroactively activate Projection onto CAD in editing mode 
You want to retroactively change the projection settings for the measurement of a point in your 
measurement program.  

The setting 'Projection onto CAD'  can now not only be used during the program recording 
but also in editing mode. 

Automatic selection of probe mode when editing 
You are editing program lines while another probe mode is activated than the one active during the 
recording. Now the probe mode is automatically switched, so that the program sentence can be edited 
right away. Subsequently, the original probe mode is activated automatically. 

■ Highlights 
 Program listing with additional information in a compact, clear form 

 Defines measurement strategies with 'Fix nominal values' or 'Projection onto CAD model' later 
on 

 Easy editing of measurement sequences regardless of the active probe mode 
 

Self-centered point measurement 

You want to determine the position of center bores, V-flutes and 
gears using a scanning probe system?  

With 'Centering' a new probe mode is available. This mode allows 
self center point measurements. Thus the 'deepest' point can be 
determined in a center bore (3D) or in a V-flute or gear (2D). 

■ Highlights 
 Self-centering in center bore (3D) and in a V-flute or a gear 

with centering plane (2D) 

 Live preview of self centering incl. selected centering plane 
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Expanded export functions 

Export elements and probe points in IGES format 
You want to transfer elements and their probe points to another system and take advantage of the 
IGES format? In addition to the already existing formats VDA-FS and ACIS, the IGES format can now 
also be selected in the export function. 

When exporting in IGES format, points 
can be exported as point sequences, 
point-vector-sequences or as points. 

Circle and curves can be exported as 
elements of type (100) respectively 
(126).  

 

 

Define file names with expressions during export  
You are using the Q-DAS export function or want to output differences between coordinate systems 
on a regular basis? The expression editor is now also available for these export functions and allows 
you to create flexible file names just as with the export of elements into a CAD file. 

Using expressions, you can access information already stored in the database and integrate them into 
the file name. 

 

 

■ Highlights 
 Export elements and probe points in IGES format 

 Define export file names with expression 



 

 

 

Further Improvements 

The following useful functions have been added in Metrosoft QUARTIS R7: 

 Multi selection for the cylinder measurement 
The same distribution methods as for circles are available for cylinders in the tab Repeat; 
Manual, Grid and Circle. 

 Simple construction of intersections via the ribbon 

 Alignment / Bestfit considering asymmetric tolerances 
The alignment / Bestfit is calculated onto the target value, meaning onto the center of the 
tolerance. 

 The automatic PH20 head alignment for the use with star probes and angled probes has been 
optimized 

 Save temperatures with the measurement and output them in a report 

 Expanded DMIS functionality 

 Consistent display of deviation from the nominal value (center tolerance) in report tables 

 Optimized statistical evaluation of zero limited features 

 Simplified customizing of workspace with docking aid 

 Loading of large CAD models can be interrupted if needed and continued at a later time 

 Simplified sorting of features (description is displayed) when inserting report tables 

 Warning of multiple connections with a WPC2040 control via Ethernet (TCP / IP) 

 Enhanced temperature compensation via I++ DME interface 

 The following CAD interface have been updated to the most current version: 
  -  ProEngineer (Creo1.0) 
  -  Siemens NX (up to version NX8) 
  -  SolidWorks  (up to version 2012) 
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Notice: 
Some improvements are not included in the standard product Metrosoft 
QUARTIS R7 and require additional, chargeable modules. These are 
described in the document "Products and Modules Metrosoft QUARTIS R7". 
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